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Domestic violence\(^1\) floods the Los Angeles County foster care system. In October 2020, of the nearly 38,618 open cases, at least 19,937, or 51.6\%, involved allegations of domestic violence.\(^2\) In a time where traditional systems and structures are being reexamined,\(^3\) strategies and efforts toward reducing involvement in foster care have become more urgent than ever. In homes where domestic violence is present, the survivor\(^4\) of domestic violence, can lose custody of their child(ren) under state dependency law. Among other reasons, children may be declared dependent where the court finds the child is neglected pursuant to the survivor parent’s failure to protect the child from the conditions that the abusive adult imposes on the household. Yet removing children from their homes and placing them in foster care for an isolated domestic violence incident can result in further trauma for both the domestic violence survivor and the children.

This dilemma and its consequences within the child welfare system are the focus of this report. The role of law enforcement in domestic violence incidents and in supporting child welfare investigation is also acknowledged\(^5\) and yet, outside the scope of this research and report. This report also:

- Reviews relevant literature and current efforts relating to domestic violence and child welfare;
- Highlights approaches to domestic violence where child welfare is concerned in other jurisdictions around the United States; and
- Proscribes recommendations aimed at 1) improved training; 2) enhanced specialization; and 3) reform within the existing child welfare system and legislative structure.
The UCLA Pritzker Center for Strengthening Children and Families unites a multidisciplinary network across campus and throughout LA County to identify prevention strategies that safely reduce the need for foster care, while supporting equitable reform to our child welfare system. Collaboration is at the heart of the UCLA Pritzker Center. Our work comes to life through research, education, and partnership. As a bridge from UCLA and into neighborhoods across the region, we team with researchers and community leaders to boldly challenge and resolve systemic issues that have made Los Angeles County’s child welfare system the largest in the nation.

The research activities which led to this report were generously supposed by the Pritzker Foster Care Initiative, Van Nuys Charities, and the Blue Shield Foundation of California. A number of Los Angeles County-based domestic violence and child welfare organizations provided support and technical assistance. This work was completed pursuant to approval from the UCLA Institutional Review Board. This research transpired throughout 2020. Prior to the global pandemic, site visits were made to a number of Los Angeles County-based shelters and domestic violence organizations. Following the declaration of the global pandemic, all of the work moved online. Pursuant to an Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocol, 19 formalized listening sessions were conducted, resulting in 427 excerpts from participants. Qualitative thematic analysis was used to identify commonalities and differences in the participants’ perspectives concerning specific issues about domestic violence and the child welfare system. In total there were 72 formalized participants, out of which 14 identified as survivors of domestic violence. Among the 14 self-identified survivors three were under the age of 18 when they were experiencing domestic violence. The vast majority of participants were females. There was a total of four men participants, three of which identified as survivors of domestic violence. Additional participants had experience working with and for survivors of domestic violence. Thus, participants included social workers, nurses, and attorneys who worked in a variety of organizations including nonprofits and community based organizations, legal aid offices, and the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) among others.

An online survey reflecting the feedback of 122 participants was also completed. Other individuals were consulted outside the formalized interview process, resulting in significant feedback from the community. We made every attempt to capture this feedback accurately and direct it toward sound and thoughtful recommendations. This report and its recommendations are grounded in these conversations and the lessons inherent in them. We acknowledge both the limitations of making recommendations directed at a system that many argue should be abolished. To that end, these proposals are intended to illuminate the options available while greater systemic reforms are imagined and implemented, with a particular emphasis on change driven by and for the families most impacted.
Domestic violence is a pattern of harm resulting from the exercise of power and control in a relationship. It is often a cyclical pattern of abuse and can escalate in frequency and severity over time. In many instances, there are a number of co-occurring needs that a family may experience, including, but not limited to substance use, mental health issues, and difficulty meeting basic needs due to poverty and systemic failures toward alleviating economic challenges facing the underserved, and working families.

Racism and other disparities compound these harms significantly. Domestic violence is a global problem impacting people of every race, nationality, ethnicity, class, age, and gender identity. Yet, researchers have consistently found that there are gender, race, and class differences in the rates of victimization. For example, when compared to their White and Latino/a counterparts, Black Americans have reported higher rates of intimate partner violence and compared to women who make more money, women who earned less than $25,000 or experienced food and housing insecurity reported higher rates of domestic violence. At least 15 million Americans have experienced sexual violence, physical violence, or stalking by an intimate partner in their lifetime. Of those experiencing physical intimate partner violence, 75% of survivors have children under the age of 18 years at home. During the COVID-19 pandemic, it is estimated that officially reported incidents of domestic violence increased by 8.1% in the United States in 2020 following the imposition of stay-at-home orders.

Los Angeles county is home to the largest dependency system in the world. 38% of all children in foster care in California are in Los Angeles County. The dependency system in Los Angeles County is comprised, predominantly, of children and families of color. Black families, and thus Black children, are disproportionately represented in this system. Despite its stated goal to reduce harm and protect victims, the child welfare system can produce intergenerational trauma in its separation of families. These harms, however, must be balanced with the harm of exposure to domestic violence. Due to mandatory reporting laws and other systemic policies, when survivors experience domestic violence and seek help and/or come into contact with law enforcement, they may subsequently become involved with the child welfare system if there are children in the home.

When a case come to the attention of the Los Angeles County Department of Children and Family Services ("DCFS"), an investigation into the family's circumstances will help clarify the reasons for referral to the agency. A primary focal point of the investigation is the risk to the child, and therefore, the parent's protective capacity to offset it. In cases involving domestic violence, an evaluation of protective capacity can include a consideration of whether the survivor has completely separated from the person who perpetrated the domestic violence and is able to provide material necessities for their child(ren). In the event the case becomes subject to court oversight, the child may be adjudicated dependent under California law if the court finds that the parents cannot care for the child. For the reasons that follow, both the processes and the policies which result in the removal of children from the care of their protective parent are ripe for evaluation and reform.
Much of the child welfare system’s aim is to reduce risk of harm to children in the face of abuse of neglect. To the extent that domestic violence poses a risk of harm to children, many are not familiar with the actual psychological risk to the child. The following aims to better articulate those risks, and the strategies that could possibly offset prospective harm.

Risks and Consequences of Exposure to Domestic Violence for Children

The trauma of domestic violence has profound longitudinal health impacts for adult survivors and their children. Exposure to domestic violence is considered an adverse childhood experience linked to various poor health outcomes in childhood and adulthood. Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are a form of toxic stress in early life, defined as “severe, prolonged, or repetitive adversity” in the absence of nurturing adult relationships.

The relationship between ACEs and poor health can be explained by the dysregulation of the chronic stress response, also known as the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. In the short term, this stress response is adaptive, but chronic activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis due to ACEs can lead to dysfunction across multiple physiological levels, such as chronic basal inflammation, impaired cellular immunity, abnormal glucose metabolism, and altered brain structure and function. The prolonged activation of the stress response following ACEs perturbs the body’s immune and metabolic systems so much that it results in significant morbidity and mortality risk over the life course.

 Witnessing domestic violence during childhood can lead to neurobiological changes, adjustment and behavioral problems, as well as increase the risk for mental illness like post-traumatic stress disorder.

Child-witnessed domestic violence is associated with reduced volume in the visual cortex of the brain and weakened neural connections between the visual cortex and the limbic system of the brain. Even observing verbal abuse between caregivers without any physical violence is related to a significant reduction of white matter volume in the temporal gyrus, a brain region that correlates with verbal IQ and language comprehension. In sum, early childhood exposure to domestic violence may compromise cognitive functioning and emotional regulation by negatively impacting a child’s developing brain.

Moreover, a secure, consistent relationship between caregiver and child is essential for healthy development. However, domestic violence may interfere with a survivor’s ability to provide optimal caregiving because of related psychopathology, such as depression and anxiety. Consequently, the adult survivor may find it challenging to buffer the harmful effects of a child’s chronically activated stress response. In this way, domestic violence can disrupt a child’s developing sense of security and overwhelm the child’s capacity for self-regulation, thereby elevating the risk for psychiatric disorders.

Consequences of Family Separation and Child Welfare Involvement for Children

Although the health impacts of domestic violence exposure during childhood are profound, they should be weighed against the harms of family separation. The allegation that an abused parent is failing to protect their child from domestic violence in the home opens the door to a child welfare investigation, which can ultimately lead to the separation of children from their families. While there is limited research evaluating the outcomes of foster care placement in the setting of domestic violence, there is emerging research isolating the impacts of foster care placement from that of child maltreatment, more broadly. Extension of this research to cases of failure to protect from domestic violence suggests that removing children from their primary caregivers and placing them in foster care can often result in significant harm as well.
While foster care is considered a protective intervention in certain child maltreatment cases, there is limited evidence to support such a drastic intervention for children witnessing domestic violence, especially when there is serious trauma associated with family separation and unstable foster care placement as well. Of all the ACEs that disrupt attachment relationships between children and their caregivers, forced separation from a caregiver is the most significant independent predictor of risk for emotional and behavioral problems in childhood. In fact, children who experience foster care demonstrate higher levels of behavioral problems compared to maltreated children who remain at home.

Furthermore, child welfare involvement represents an additional risk for psychopathology independent of child maltreatment. Adults who experienced out of home placement between the ages of two to six had greater odds of psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders than those adults who were never removed from their homes as children but experienced similar early life circumstances. Parent-child separation in early childhood is also associated with shortened telomeres, a biomarker of molecular aging, which may explain in part these poor mental health outcomes observed later in life. Additionally, in comparison to maltreated children who remain with their birth families, children in foster care are more likely to develop a reactive attachment disorder, where the child is unable to establish lasting, healthy bonds with caregivers. Not only do these children have “difficulty forming emotional attachments to others,” but they also have increased risk of depression, anxiety and hyperactivity along with reduced frustration tolerance. The mental health burden stemming from child welfare involvement cannot be understated when making the decision to separate children from their families.

In particular, placement instability, or “the unplanned termination of a foster care placement,” further contributes to the adverse health outcomes affecting children’s cognitive development, behavioral wellbeing, and physical development. The trauma of placement disruption makes it challenging for children to form secure attachments to their new foster parents and consequently, they display behavioral problems, which only increases their risk for another disrupted placement. Unfortunately, placement changes are a common occurrence among foster children, and children with unstable foster care placements have blunted cortisol production patterns indicating dysregulation of their chronic stress response. In the absence of consistent and responsive caregiving, children will suffer the harmful effects of a chronically activated stress response due to placement instability.

Given the substantial disruption experienced by children as they leave their familiar environments to enter foster care, it is no wonder the health consequences of foster care placement are both pervasive and longitudinal. Most notably, individuals who were placed in out-of-home care as children had increased all-cause mortality risk across ages 20 to 56 compared to those who experienced child maltreatment but remained at home. Similarly, children placed in foster care were more likely to enter the criminal justice system as adults than maltreated children who stayed with their families. For these reasons, it is important to carefully consider the health impacts of foster care and work towards keeping families safely together.
“We need to think about the harm that investigations cause; we need to think about the harm even temporary removals cause. If the only allegation is failure to protect, removal from mom for two weeks may seem like a safe thing to do from the social worker’s perspective, but are we thinking about what it means for parents and children to be separated, even for a short period of time?”

– Legal Aid Provider, Interview
Domestic violence presents complex and challenging circumstances, which are often compounded by other factors and family dynamics. Understanding domestic violence is critical toward making appropriate recommendations and case plans for all parties involved, including the judicial officers, attorneys, social workers, and other professionals involved with the case. Several of the practitioners who we interviewed highlighted the importance of and need for specialized training on domestic violence. One judge who we interviewed said that the most impactful training she received was the In Her Shoes exercise. This exercise conveys the cyclical nature of domestic violence and the difficult choices that a survivor faces when attempting to leave a domestic violence situation. There are several personal, cultural, financial, and social obstacles to a survivor’s ability to leave a domestic violence situation which can be difficult to comprehend for those who have never themselves been in such a situation.

**RECOMMENDATION 1:**

**TRAINING**

*Training on domestic violence for professionals involved in the child welfare system to understand domestic violence, the power and control dynamics, and the trauma experienced by survivors is needed.*

The current lack of training can result in state actors not believing survivors. Not understanding the dynamics of power and control can lead to a state actor blaming survivors for not leaving a domestic violence situation, an unwillingness or inability to recognize protective parenting capacities which a survivor demonstrates, and recommending services or solutions which make things worse, fall back on a quick fix of removing children from the situation, or which do not address the root causes of domestic violence. On the flip side, some behaviors that bring a family to the attention of DCFS, such as yelling or verbally fighting in front of children, might be mislabeled as domestic violence. Yelling or fighting between parents, in particular, may be due to undeveloped communication skills, especially in young couples, and might be better remedied through couples counseling or healthy relationship classes—not a batterer’s intervention program.
In Los Angeles County, the child welfare system operates pursuant to California law and local DCFS policies. The juvenile court may also apply various local court rules in its operation. For many families, the first contact with the child welfare system will be due to mandatory reporting. In most cases, after a series of court hearings and the introduction of services intended to remedy to reasons for removal, reunification or a permanency plan will be imposed. This section follows a chronological journey from the outset of involvement with the child welfare system to its conclusion.

Mandatory Reporting

California law outlines the professionals subject to mandated reporting responsibilities when they reasonably suspect domestic violence, child abuse, or child neglect. The responsibilities of a mandated reporter are outlined in California’s criminal penal code. Failure to report an incident of known or reasonably suspected child abuse or neglect is a “misdemeanor punishable by up to six months confinement in a county jail or by a fine of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by both that imprisonment and fine.”

Reporting, especially among teachers and school personnel, is a straightforward procedure, leaving little to discretion. In Los Angeles County, calls may be made to 9-1-1 or the LA County child abuse hotline. Calls to either 9-1-1 or the hotline may result in an investigation by DCFS. Mandatory reporting laws intend to “protect vulnerable populations who may otherwise be unable to protect themselves and to respond to violence that often occurs in the private sphere.” In the course of a day, a family may encounter several mandatory reporters, such as a teacher, doctor, nurse, therapist or coach. Families of color and low-income families encounter mandated reporters at a greater frequency and are the subject of more reports than wealthy and White families.

Unlike mandated reporting laws for child abuse or neglect, in California, only a health practitioner who provides medical services for a physical condition is mandated to report domestic violence to a local law enforcement agency pursuant to the California Penal Code. However, some mandated reporters may err on the side of caution due to the risk of child safety and criminal penalties for not reporting and thus, when they gain knowledge of child-witnessed domestic violence, may report anyway. Additionally, with respect to mandatory reporting and domestic violence, some have argued that mandatory reporting is tied to a view that survivors have a diminished capacity to care for their children when experiencing domestic violence.

We hope to challenge this perception in this report and convey that a survivor in fact demonstrates several protective capacities which a state actor may overlook. While a survivor may exhibit promising parenting skills, the mere suggestion of domestic violence could result in not only a call to the child abuse hotline, but also a full investigation by both DCFS and law enforcement, and possible removal of the child(ren). This phenomenon subjects survivors to a paradox: “Abuse survivors who flee without their children are demonized, and women who stay in abusive relationships are critiqued and blamed, particularly when they have children. The service provider may have a pre-selected answer for solving the abuse, but this may run contrary to the survivor’s vision.” Furthermore, mothers of color are more likely than White mothers to be reported to child welfare agencies for domestic violence related concerns.

A UCLA Pritzker Center survey—52.9% of respondents strongly agreed or agree that mandatory reporting complicates working with families experiencing domestic violence.
"The punitive structure of mandated reporting in California encourages folks to report when their gut says something is wrong or seems off because, if they are wrong, they could face of liability or find themselves in the news, and we don’t see the harm in making a report. This creates a dynamic where people report, just to be safe, for reasons they can't quite pinpoint, which are often rooted in implicit bias.”

–Legal Aid Provider, Interview
RECOMMENDATION 2: GUIDANCE ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Mandated reporters are often tasked with evaluating private family behaviors for indications of child abuse and neglect. This evaluative process invites prejudices and may lead to false reports where a mandated reporter substitutes their preexisting prejudices for a parent’s judgment. **Mandated reporters should be legally required to all engage in baseline training which includes, at minimum, modules on the dynamics of power and control present in domestic violence situations and implicit bias training.** We recognize that this training will not erase all prejudice from the judgments of mandated reporters, but hope that it can reduce some of the racial disparities present in child welfare referrals and promote a careful evaluation of harm instead of blanket domestic violence referrals.

Investigation

Domestic violence is complex. Many child welfare practitioners are ill equipped to navigate and respond to this complexity due to limited training or minimal exposure to and understanding of domestic violence. Some of this complexity is due to the cultural stigma surrounding domestic violence and the co-occurring conditions that both survivors and person who causes harm’s experience. At the investigation stage, social workers are seeking to understand the circumstances of a family, while also assessing the need for removal of the child(ren). In some instances, social workers may suggest, or require, a restraining order, which may be impractical for several reasons. It is at this stage, when the child is most at-risk of removal, that effective and supportive services directed at safely keeping the family together must be considered. Understanding the complexities at this stage of the case, some jurisdictions have incorporated staff specialized in domestic violence to support their social workers.

“We need to think about the harm that investigations cause. Are we really thinking about what it means for parents and children to be separated even for a short period of time?”

– Legal Aid Provider, Interview
Domestic Violence Specialists

San Francisco Department of Children, Youth and their Families (SF-DCYF) employs a Domestic Violence Specialist, in partnership with the Riley Center, a local community-based organization that serves survivors. The Domestic Violence Specialist at SF-DCYF works alongside social workers to evaluate cases, prepare safety plans, and make recommendations for intervention services to the court. In our conversations with staff in this role, we learned about the ability to aid social workers in designing feasible safety plans for families, assigning relevant and helpful services, and encouraging the social workers and courts to use trauma-informed language in their official communications. Massachusetts has a similar model in their Department of Children and Families. In Massachusetts, there is a Domestic Violence Unit within the Department of Children and Families which “consults with social workers . . . on cases to assist staff in designing safe interventions, that decrease risk and keep children with the non-abusive parent, when it is possible.”

RECOMMENDATION 3:
DV SPECIALISTS

The domestic violence specialist plays a unique role within the child welfare agency, often assisting child welfare workers toward understanding the unique and dynamic issues present by domestic violence. Los Angeles County may consider the implementation of a similar model, aimed at safely reducing removals, through a pilot study and partnership with a local DV organization. From this piloted program, Los Angeles County may determine the impact on removal and reunification, and subsequently consider countywide expansion of the initiative.

Family First Prevention Services Act

The Family First Prevention Services Act (FFPSA), enacted as part of Public Law (P.L.) 115—123, authorized new optional title IV-E funding for time-limited prevention services for mental health, substance abuse, and in-home parent skill-based programs for children or youth who are candidates for foster care. In order to qualify for services covered by FFPSA, the child must be deemed “at-risk” of entering foster care. States define when a child is “at-risk” and California is currently drafting its policy. Additionally, a program must be evidence-based in order for the FFPSA to cover the cost of its services.

The FFPSA Clearinghouse reviews and rates programs to determine their qualification for FFPSA claiming based on proposals from states, input from other stakeholders, environmental scans, and an inventory of the literature. There is currently no approved service or program that specifically addresses the needs of domestic violence survivors.

RECOMMENDATION 4:
APPROVE DV PROGRAMS UNDER FFSPA

States define when a child is “at-risk” and California is currently drafting its policy. California Should Include Parent and Child Survivors of Domestic Violence as an Eligible Candidate Population for Family First Prevention Services Act (FFPSA) Funding and Submit Domestic-Violence Focused Intervention Programs and Services to the FFPSA Clearinghouse for Review and Approval. Policymakers may be reluctant to include such a broad population in their definition of “at-risk” due to the limited funding available. However, because domestic violence is such a pervasive issue that brings so many children into foster care, this population of survivors must be candidates for FFPSA coverage if the number of children in care is going to be significantly reduced. Moreover, although some programs already approved by the FFPSA clearinghouse can be utilized for survivors, no approved program is currently explicitly tailored to serve survivors of domestic violence. We recommend that more programs specific to the plight of domestic violence survivors be nominated for approval and approved for FFPSA coverage.

The Role of the Court

The role of the court and its judicial officers in dependency matters cannot be overstated. For this reason, specialized courts within the juvenile system have shown to be effective in adjudicating complex cases with difficult issues such as human trafficking and domestic violence. Some of the most illuminating interviews we conducted were with practitioners in Lincoln County, Nebraska. In Lincoln County, there is a specialized domestic violence track in the county’s dependency court. A judge, who has a background working with families who have experienced domestic violence, presides over all cases determined to involve domestic violence. All the lawyers who appear in front of this judge get specialized training on the dynamics of domestic violence. And all the social workers...
who bring cases in front of this judge also receive domestic violence training. The program is evaluated by University of Nebraska's Center on Children, Family, and the Law.

Los Angeles County has had great success with specialized juvenile courts. Stemming from the successful movement to shift the narrative from “child prostitution” to “commercial sexual exploitation of children,” the Dedication to Restoration through Empowerment, Advocacy, and Mentoring (“DREAM”) Court for commercially and sexually exploited children and youth (“CSEC/Y”) under DCFS’s jurisdiction was established. The specialized practices of the DREAM Court include:

- a specialized CSEC/Y docket, a dedicated judge who handles all CSEC/Y-related cases to maintain consistency, special training for judicial officers, court staff, and lawyers (e.g., dependency attorneys... and county counsel), multidisciplinary case planning, more frequent court visits (. . . at least once every three months in the DREAM Court, as compared to once every six months in other juvenile courts), a stronger emphasis on youth voice, and a strengths-based, rather than deficit-focused, approach.

When the court was established in 2016, all new cases filed under WIC 300(b)(2), involving CSEC/Y “whose parents or guardians were unable or unwilling to protect them” from commercial sex exploitation were automatically assigned to the DREAM Court. Any existing case involving CSEC/Y could be transferred to the DREAM court at any Status Review Hearing or, on request of any party, a hearing could be held to determine whether the case would be transferred. The Judicial Officer makes the final determination as to whether the case could be transferred. If the transfer is approved, the entire family’s case is transferred to the DREAM Court, not just the part involving the CSEC/Y. The implementation of this specialized DREAM Court was paired with a regular multi-disciplinary team (MDT) meeting structure.

RECOMMENDATION 5:
PILOT A SPECIALIZED COURT

Los Angeles County could consider creating a specialized domestic violence dependency court track. Opponents of this proposal may argue that we cannot replicate the system from a single county in Nebraska due to the size and scale of the Los Angeles dependency court system, especially given the number of cases involving domestic violence. However, a pilot court may provide invaluable guidance toward answering questions about size, scale and sustainability.

Statutory Responses to Domestic Violence

The UCLA Pritzker Center conducted a 50 State Survey with the purpose of comparing statutory responses to domestic violence within the child welfare system across the United States. Although many families experience domestic violence when they enter the child welfare system, the majority of jurisdictions do not explicitly contemplate domestic violence in their relevant child abuse/neglect statutory schemes. Instead, considerations of domestic violence are left to local child welfare agencies and the impact of domestic violence on a child welfare case can vary based on the social worker, lawyer, or judge’s interpretation of the abuse/neglect statute. The following subsections identify three different types of child abuse/neglect statutes.

Failure to Protect Statutes

Failure to protect statutes are commonly utilized to declare children dependent in situations involving domestic violence. These statutes contemplate an omission on the part of the parent(s). Although a finding of failure to protect is intended to bring a family to the attention of social service agencies so that the family can benefit from services and support, some social workers interpret both the language and the outcome of a “failure to protect” allegations as placing the blame on survivors for the conditions of the survivor's own victimization. This narrative reaches survivors which can lead to them blaming themselves as well when the whole system, from the language that the statute and state actors use to the way the state treats survivors, places the blame on survivors.

California’s statutory definition of abuse/neglect contains such a failure to protect provision. The California Welfare and Institutions Code §300(b)(1) states:

The child has suffered, or there is a substantial risk that the child will suffer, serious physical harm or illness, as a result of the failure or inability of his or her parent or guardian to adequately supervise or protect the child, or the willful or negligent failure of the child’s parent or guardian to adequately
supervise or protect the child from the conduct of the custodian with whom the child has been left, or by the willful or negligent failure of the parent or guardian to provide the child with adequate food, clothing, shelter, or medical treatment, or by the inability of the parent or guardian to provide regular care for the child due to the parent's or guardian's mental illness, developmental disability, or substance abuse. A child shall not be found to be a person described by this subdivision solely due to the lack of an emergency shelter for the family. 

For survivors of domestic violence in particular, there are several parts of this section that can lead to a survivor to temporarily lose custody of their child due to the conditions of their victimization. The term “substantial risk” means that in order to invoke this statute, harm does not have to occur. Additionally, a child can be removed under §300(b) due to “the willful or negligent failure of the parent or guardian to provide the child with adequate food, clothing, shelter, or medical treatment, or by the inability of the parent or guardian to provide regular care for the child due to the parent's or guardian's mental illness, developmental disability, or substance abuse.”

In domestic violence cases, these provisions enable the agency to argue that a domestic violence survivor suffers from mental illness as a result of the trauma of domestic violence and thus unable to provide sufficient care for their child. This argument pathologizes domestic violence in a manner that is harmful to survivors when compounded with the other stigma surrounding domestic violence.

Failure to protect statutes also position the survivor as the problem, while shifting the burden away from the person who creates the harm to account for the violence in the relationship. In a UCLA Pritzker Center survey, 88% of respondents strongly agreed or agreed that survivors of domestic violence who stay with the person who perpetrates the harm may risk losing custody of their children due to “failure to protect.”

In conversations with survivor advocates and lawyers, they highlighted the ways in which child neglect framed as failure to protect faults the survivor and fails to acknowledge the barriers a survivor must overcome to leave a domestic violence situation. There is a myriad of personal, cultural, financial, and social obstacles that inhibit a victim’s ability to leave their perpetrator. Some of these obstacles include (but are not limited to) fear of retaliation, lack of economic resources, immigration concerns, language barriers which prevent access to supportive services, isolation forced by the person who is controlling the survivor and thus a lack of a support network, and hope that one's partner will change.

“Failure to protect disadvantages the victims, for crimes of the perpetrator.”
– Legal Aid Provider, Interview
People who commit domestic violence employ various strategies to retain power and control. Isolation is a common tool used to exercise power and control, and is exacerbated by other circumstances such as immigration status or language barriers which prevent a survivor from accessing support services. In many forms, isolation may result in limited access to others who could serve as a source of support. Isolation may also limit employment opportunities, and therefore make the survivor financially reliant on the person controlling the survivor or causing harm. These factors make homelessness increasingly likely among domestic violence survivors and their children, thus reducing the feasibility of “leaving.” Some survivors may remain in the household to appease the person creating the harm as a protective measure to safeguard their children and prevent the person creating the harm from targeting the child(ren) or retaliating in a violent manner. In fact, the most life-threatening period in an abusive relationship is once the survivor has attempted to leave, as over 70% of domestic violence murders occur after the survivor has left. The survivor’s fear that a person creating harm may follow through on their threats cannot be discounted. One victim advocate who we spoke to emphasized the fear that a survivor experiences. She stated that it is often hard for a judge to understand the fear of a domestic violence survivor. Because of this complexity, a survivor must make difficult choices every day to ensure the safety of themselves and their children. Despite these obstacles, domestic violence survivors may eventually leave the situation, although it on average takes five to seven attempts spanning several years. A victim’s perceived “inaction” is therefore often the result of a calculation to maximize both the safety of the child and victim. These calculations hardly demonstrate a failure to protect, but rather a classic Hobson’s choice—no choice at all.

The protective capacity plays a prominent role in a social worker’s evaluation of a survivor’s ability to care for their child. In balancing the risk to the child with the protective capacity of the parent, a social worker may consider whether the survivor has moved into a domestic violence shelter, changed the locks on the house, or asked a relative move in. A social worker may also envision protective capacity as looking like a survivor working to obtain a restraining order. Yet, as explained, these indicators of protective capacity can be difficult for a domestic violence survivor to achieve due to barriers to seeking help including fear, stigma, and language barriers.

Many failure to protect statutes place limits on the court’s ability to make inferences from certain conditions. For example, in California, “[a] child shall not be found to be a person described by this subdivision solely due to the lack of an emergency shelter for the family.” And in Massachusetts, “inadequate economic resources or . . . the existence of a handicapping condition” cannot alone form the basis of a finding of neglect. Advocates for statutory reform may consider making domestic violence an exception to the definition of neglect, much like how homelessness or poverty is currently an exception in California and Massachusetts.

The Family Violence Appellate Project recently successfully advocated for the publication of two appellate cases that will positively impact the experiences of victims and survivors in dependency proceedings. In In re JM where the California Court of Appeals recognized that even where a survivor does “not immediately break free from the cycle of abuse,” it is not necessarily in the child’s best interest to deny the survivor who later separates from the person who creates the harm and demonstrates protective capacities the opportunity to reunify with their child.

In In re I.B. (2020), the court engaged in an in-depth discussion of the “enormous difficulty in separating from a controlling and dominating abuser” and how “the path to independence from an abusive relationship is neither linear nor the same for everyone.” In this case, the court reasoned that despite the time it took for the mother to fully separate from her abusive partner, there were several indicators that the mother had worked to improve her self-esteem and become independent enough to adequately support and care for her child. The court held that sufficient evidence supported finding that the mother permanently ended the relationship with the abusive father and it was in the child’s best interest to be returned to her mother’s care. These cases demonstrate the importance of litigation in mitigating the impacts of the failure to protect statute on the lives of survivors.

**Environmental Circumstances Statutes**

Some statutes focus on the environment created by the caregiver and how that environment creates a risk of harm for the child. Whereas failure to protect statutes address the parent’s omissions, an environmental statute addresses the overall conditions of the home. Environmental neglect is the second most common type of neglect alleged in child maltreatment cases.
One example of an environmental statute is North Carolina’s definition of “neglected juvenile” which states:

(15) Neglected juvenile.—Any juvenile less than 18 years of age (i) who is found to be a minor victim of human trafficking under G.S. 14-43.15 or (ii) whose parent, guardian, custodian, or caretaker does not provide proper care, supervision, or discipline; or who has been abandoned; or who is not provided necessary medical care; or who is not provided necessary remedial care; or who lives in an environment injurious to the juvenile’s welfare. . .

An injurious environment is one that places the child “at a substantial risk to suffer from any physical, mental, or emotional impairment as a consequence of living in [the parent's] home.” Exposure to domestic violence is one condition which can create an injurious environment and thus constitute a finding of neglect leading to the removal of a child.

One recent North Carolina demonstrates how an environmental statute can penalize a parent for any choice they make. In Matter of B. T. J., the Department of Social Services (“DSS”), North Carolina’s child welfare agency, reasoned that because the mother obtained a domestic violence protective order against the child's father, the father could not care for the child. When DSS received a report that the mother had overdosed in the child’s presence, DSS filed a petition alleging that the child was neglected and dependent because neither parent could care for the child. Here, the mother did what she was supposed to, she obtained a restraining order from an abusive partner. But, as a result, the child was placed in foster care because while the investigation was pending, DSS felt like neither parent could care for the child. Despite the mother’s attempts to seek treatment for her drug addiction, the court terminated the mother’s parental rights due to her inability to maintain stable housing and employment. The environmental definition of neglect was key to this determination because the court found that the mother’s recent drug relapse, lack of stable housing, and lack of employment was not enough to rectify the issues that led to the finding of neglect in the first place nor “diminish the probability that [the child] would likely be neglected again if he returned to her care.”

South Dakota also has an environmental definition of abuse/neglect. In South Dakota, an abused or neglected child is one “(3) Whose environment is injurious to the child's welfare.” Environmental statutes allow courts to impose their own morality and judgment on the actions of parents. In Matter of D.A.B., the Supreme Court of South Dakota affirmed the trial court’s finding that an injurious environment was present where the mother “was still associating with the abusive stepfather on a regular basis.” The trial court reasoned that the “potential harm would result if the parent-child relationship were to continue under these circumstances. Little purpose is served if a dependent and neglected child remains in such a potentially injurious environment.”

### Specification Statutes

The last category of child abuse/neglect statutes specifically address the uniqueness of domestic violence. These statutes were the focus of the out-of-state interviews for this project.

In Washington the statute defining child neglect explicitly states, “[p]overty, homelessness, or exposure to domestic violence as defined in RCW 26.50.010 [domestic violence definition statute] that is perpetrated against someone other than the child does not constitute negligent treatment or maltreatment in and of itself.” One interviewee from Washington emphasized that despite the statutory text, it can be difficult for a survivor to utilize this statutory provision. This lawyer noted that child welfare social workers may not consider the statute when removing children, and thus it is up to parents to appeal the removal decision. Furthermore, although a parent’s victimization itself cannot be a ground for removal, the ways in which a parent responds to their victimization and the conditions that these responses create for a child can be a ground for removal.

New York’s statute is similar to California’s, but New York case law has resulted in added considerations for the juvenile court. In Nicholson v. Scoppetta, the Court of Appeals of New York held that when a court is tasked with deciding whether a child should be removed from its home:

The court must do more than identify the existence of a risk of serious harm. Rather, a court must weigh, in the factual setting before it, whether the imminent risk to the child can be mitigated by reasonable efforts to avoid removal. It must balance that risk against the harm removal might bring, and it must determine factually which course is in the child's best interests. Additionally, the court must specifically consider whether
imminent risk to the child might be eliminated by other means, such as issuing a temporary order of protection or providing services to the victim.\textsuperscript{128}

After Nicholson, the Administration for Children’s Services (ACS), New York’s child welfare agency, removed fewer children from their parents and charged fewer survivors “of domestic violence with neglect solely because of the exposure of their children to domestic violence.”\textsuperscript{129} Additionally, Nicholson has led to increased training of child welfare workers.\textsuperscript{130} Statutory change has also resulted from the decision which mandated domestic violence training for all child welfare workers.\textsuperscript{131} Despite these positive changes, there are still several ways in which the child welfare system in New York needs improvement. Nevertheless, Nicholson has forced courts and social workers to take a more nuanced approach to domestic violence and child welfare and balance the harms of removal with the harms of domestic violence.

**RECOMMENDATION 6: STATUTORY CHANGE**

In a UCLA Pritzker Center survey, 66.1\% of respondents strongly agreed or agreed that child abuse and neglect laws penalize domestic violence survivors unfairly. \textit{California may consider statutory change which takes into account additional factors when faced with an allegation of domestic violence as contributing to parental deficiency.} Meanwhile, case law can serve as an important vehicle toward change. Indeed, the focus on services, coupled with the understanding that removal shall not take places solely because of domestic violence, has enhanced training and investigation. \textit{California should consider similar legislative and practice-based reforms pursuant to the guidance set forth in Nicholson.}

**Reunification Services**

Following a child’s removal, barring exceptional circumstances, services will be ordered to facilitate reunification. The following outlines considerations at this stage of the case where domestic violence played a role in the child’s removal.

Despite the pervasiveness of domestic violence in the United States, 77\% of respondents to a UCLA Pritzker Center survey agreed or strongly agreed that mothers experiencing domestic violence can face difficulty receiving help for domestic violence. There are several reasons why a survivor may experience difficulty accessing domestic violence advocacy services. Many workers at help-providing organizations are mandated reporters and thus a survivor may be afraid to risk removal of their child in order to receive help. The stigma surrounding domestic violence might lead to an unwillingness of survivors to disclose the conditions of their victimization. Domestic violence itself is a highly stigmatized condition and its underlying causes, such as mental health struggles, carry their own stigma as well.\textsuperscript{132} A person’s culture may further stigmatize the circumstances giving rise to domestic violence, such as a father’s inability to financially support his family or seeking help for mental health problems and thus impede a survivor’s willingness to seek help or engage with services.\textsuperscript{133}

Immigrant and undocumented women who are victims of domestic violence may not seek out services of community organizations such as domestic abuse shelters, child welfare organizations and police enforcement because of isolation,\textsuperscript{134} cultural differences,\textsuperscript{135} language barriers,\textsuperscript{136} and fear of law enforcement.\textsuperscript{137} Furthermore, the immigrant women’s legal status can be tied to her marriage with the person who is causing harm or exercising control over the survivor. Additionally, xenophobia and racism among first responders and other victim services providers may prevent a survivor from seeking services.\textsuperscript{138}

These factors necessitate a unique menu of services, which are both essential and required in most circumstances under California law, toward the goal of preventing the removal of children in the first place or reunifying families. Nevertheless, in a UCLA Pritzker Center survey, 62.3\% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that once in foster care due to domestic violence, it is difficult for families to reunify due to an absence of effective services. Our interviews yielded insightful commentary around the services provided to families experiencing domestic violence. Many interviewees mentioned that the services recommended and sometimes required by DCFS and the dependency court system for survivors are not specified to the complex dynamics of an individual’s specific situation. Some interviewees reported that judges will assign anger management and batterers interventions services interchangeably, despite the different goals and applicability of the programs. Even more narrowly, teen parents in foster care involved in “teen dating violence” possess especially unique needs, requiring even more specific and targeted support.\textsuperscript{139}
"I would like to see more of an emphasis on financial support. We can give the family all of the mental health support to process what is going on but at the end of the day if that woman who was previously a stay home mom has no job and doesn't even know how to get a job, she may unlikely to leave the home, and more likely to ensure risk to meet the needs of her children."

– Child Advocate, Interview
RECOMMENDATION 7: 
TARGETED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SERVICES

It follows that training and a better understanding of domestic violence would lend itself to more nuanced service recommendation. To increase the likelihood of reunification, reduce recidivism and help family reunification, a more nuanced approach to services should be developed, and more targeted and effective domestic violence services should be provided. These services should have provided to families free of charge, and in a culturally competent manner. Furthermore, while many services are funded pursuant to contracts with various LA County agencies, most of the domestic violence organizations interviewed, were not contractors with DCFS, despite service delivery to DCFS involved families. This arrangement should be evaluated to ensure equity among service providers supporting DCFS families, and in furtherance of compensating the organizations that support the mission of reunifying families.

Housing and Financial Support

As an extension of services, housing and financial support are critical toward family reunification. Over 90% of UCLA Pritzker Center survey respondents agree that economic issues relating to housing and employment make it difficult for domestic violence victims to escape a domestic violence situation and build a new life for themselves and their children. Multiple studies have shown that stable housing or a stable income can reduce child neglect and abuse. One of the former foster youth we interviewed highlighted the impact of his father’s inability to provide for his family on his sense of masculinity, which led to the father violently exercising control over the family.

For survivors of domestic violence, housing is a barrier to leaving an abusive situation. A UCLA Pritzker Center survey found that 73.7% of respondents strongly agree or agree that shelter and housing options for mothers experiencing domestic violence are limited. A survivor might be subject to financial abuse or isolation from family and friends and thus not have the financial means to find safe housing. Furthermore, a survivor may be worried that the perpetrator of the abuse may find them at the new location and continue to abuse. Domestic violence shelters provide a great resource to survivors but there are not enough beds in domestic violence shelters to keep up with the demand. Additionally, many non-domestic violence shelters cannot accommodate large families or families with older male children, have entry requirements, prohibitions on bringing pets, and other rules.

RECOMMENDATION 8:
REEVALUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND FUND SHELTER SERVICES

Shelters may consider reevaluating their rules and entry requirements to make their services more accessible to families. Likewise, these programs should be compensated by the relevant agencies for the support and services they provide to families experiencing domestic violence.
Men and Fathers

In many policy initiatives surrounding child welfare and domestic violence, strategies focused on engaging with men and fathers are few and far between. A parent’s own family history can impact how they parent, communicate, and process emotions. But there are few groups that allow men and fathers in particular to unlearn unhealthy relationship behaviors. There are several programs in Los Angeles addressing this core issue including Project Fatherhood at Children’s Institute, Inc., the Men’s Talking Circle and Men’s Fatherhood Program at the East Los Angeles Women’s Center, and the Men/Fathers program at Korean American Family Services. These programs allow men to reflect on past relationships, learn about cultivating healthy relationships in the future, learn strategies for healthy conflict resolution, and build healthy coping skills in a non-judgmental environment. Cultural competency is a key focus of these programs which often have mentors or graduates of the program come back to guide new learners through the learning and healing process. Additionally, these programs recognize the impact of trauma, including how intergenerational trauma informs behavior.

RECOMMENDATION 9: SERVE MEN AND FATHERS COMPREHENSIVELY

The success of initiatives focusing on men and fathers in Los Angeles has inspired this recommendation to support existing and to create new preventative and reparative programs which engage men and fathers. The programs currently available, which DCFS and the dependency court recommends, for men and fathers who may be cause harm are costly and unwelcoming. For example, many courts require people who cause harm to go to a “batterer’s intervention program,” which can be very costly, start off with an accusatory tone by blaming the person ordered to attend in the title, and deter engagement for those who do not yet recognize their actions as abusive. A fatherhood intervention program, if evidence-based, could potentially be supported through the Family First Prevention and Services Act.
There are several opportunities for the state actors of the child welfare system and service providers to meet the needs of children and families who experience domestic violence. In conclusion, this report puts forth nine recommendations that fall into three primary categories: training, specialization, and reform.

Training:
Domestic violence is highly stigmatized and often misunderstood. Baseline training on the dynamics of power and control present in domestic violence situations is needed across the child welfare system. Everyone involved, from the dependency court judges to the social workers, and all attorneys who interact with families should receive training about domestic violence and the roles that their colleagues across the system can play in helping families heal.

Specialization:
Some jurisdictions have explored specialized courts or social workers within the child welfare agency to assist with the unique nature of domestic violence child welfare cases. Los Angeles County should consider creating specialist positions within the dependency court system and DCFS in order to provide ongoing, expert support for families who experience domestic violence. Likewise, a nuanced focus on the needs of men and fathers, and families experiencing housing instability must be addressed.

Reform:
Significant opportunities exist for legislative reform and policy change. These changes can safely support families in avoiding separation where possible and enhancing the likelihood of reunification.
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